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How to Measure for a Nose Ring

This is a .pdf file. Make sure to follow the printing instructions. 
Failure to follow the directions will result in an inaccurate measurement. 

1. Measure from your piercing hole to the bottom of your nostril. Take this measurement in 
millimeters, if possible. Your ruler should have an inch side and a mm side.

2. Write down the number. 

3. Print this page. The following is specific printing info for your browser:
        Google Chrome - hit print and then make sure “fit to page” is selected.
        Internet Explorer - hit print and then select “custom scale 100%)
        Firefox - hit print. No additional instructions required.
**** hint - please measure the circles after printing to make sure the sizing is correct

4. Cut out the circle that corresponds to the measurement you took.

5. Hold it up to your nose; touching the edge to your piercing hole. What do you think? Does it
fall where you want it to sit? 

6. Your ring should not be so tight that it pulls on your nose, so if you’re not sure, add 1mm to the 
measurement. You can always adjust a ring that’s a wee bit large.

For your interior diameter size:

For your gauge / thickness:
Thinner wire = higher number
Thicker wire = lower number.

24G (.511mm) - Super thin and dainty.
  

22G (.644mm) -Still thin and dainty but sturdier
than 24G.
  

20G (.812mm) - Nice, standard thickness. About the
thickness of a regular earring post.
  

18G (1.02mm) - Sturdy ring a bit thicker than 20G. 
Many piercings start out in 18G.
  

16G (1.2mm) - Rare for a nose to be pierced in 16G
but sometimes they are. Very common gauge for tragus,
upper ear cartilage, rook, daith etc piercings.
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